
Tools for Thought: 
Summary of tools

Tips for Teachers
Use this summary during your planning to help you embed critical thinking tools 

into every lesson.

Criteria for judgment The criteria or grounds for deciding which of the alternatives is the most 
sensible or appropriate

Assessing website credibility Judging the authority and credibility of information posted on the Internet

Consider significance Using specific criteria to examine the life and contributions of influential figures and 
determine their relative importance

Detect propaganda Identifying various propoganda techniques used by an individual or group

Evaluate a quotation Using specific criteria to evaluate the effectiveness or significance of a quotation

Exploring options Generating new options to solve a problem

Identify leadership qualities Determining the extent to which individuals demonstrate leadership qualities

Rate individual significance Using specific criteria to examine the life and contributions of influential figures and 
determine their relative importance

Rate the decision Reaching a conclusion about the integrity of a decision, based on specified criteria

Recognizing persuasion Assessing the soundness of reasons that are frequently offered to influence our 
thinking and actions

Relevant sources Deciding whether or not an information source will be useful when researching a topic 
or question

Responding in the moment Deciding how and if to respond to inappropriate comments by others

Visualize a math problem Using visualization to help understand and solve mathematics problems

Critical thinking 
vocabulary

The concepts and distinctions that help students think critically about a topic

Analyze similarities and 
differences

Examining similarities and differences and identifying those that are significant

Cause and consequence The factors or circumstances that cause something to happen and the consequent 
results or impact on future events

Evidence/ reason/ conclusions The elements of an argument or justification used to persuade someone to adopt a 
position

Inference A new conclusion based solely on what is already known

Point of view The settings, context, and values from which we look at or consider the world
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Thinking strategies Procedures, organizers, models or algorithms that help in 
thinking through critical inqury

Ask
Pose 
meaningful 
questions 
that are 
connected 
to the world 
around us; 
build on prior 
knowledge 
and excite 
curiosity

Active listening Listening and responding to another person in ways that 
demonstrate you fully understand what was said

Analyze a math problem and 
check the solution

Identifying the key issues of a math problem and checking if the 
solution makes sense

Clarify a problem Identifying the information necessary to clarify and define a prob-
lem

Develop probing questions Framing purposeful questions to seek out or clarify  information 
following a presentation

Interviewing techniques Using strategies to prepare and conduct interviews

Research questions Preparing effective questions to guide research

Stating the problem Describing a problem and judging the quality of the problem state-
ment

Uncovering the issues Identifying the stakeholders, interests and issues involved in a situa-
tion or research topic 

Investigate
Put curiosity 
into action; 
gather 
information 
to refine 
or redirect 
questions; 
clarify ideas 
and begin 
to make 
connections

Analyze a cartoon Uncovering the techniques used by an artist when creating a politi-
cal cartoon to convey a particular message

Analyze solutions Outlining potential solutions to a problem and determining the 
positive and negative effects of each

Analyze the account Analyzing secondary accounts to assess the credibility of sources, 
reasonableness of conclusions and balance of perspectives

Analyze two accounts Analyzing two conflicting accounts of an issue or event to deter-
mine what really happened

Assessing the evidence Organizing evidence to create an effective argument

Body talk Using physical gestures, facial expressions and body posture to 
enhance your message when speaking

Compare versions Finding similarities and differences between two versions of work 
about the same topic

Credibility of sources Assessing whether or not sources of information are reliable

Finding another perspective Determining and actively seeking alternative perspectives to 
enhance our understanding of an issue

Inside someone’s head Using clues to figure out what someone is thinking, feeling or 
valuing

Interpreting symbols Determining the intended messages represented by various kinds 
of symbols

Monitor problem-solving progress Judging progress and choosing sensible next steps while solving 
problems

Organizing information in a table Finding patterns and relationships; presenting data in an accurate 
table

Previewing Anticipating the content of text before reading; accessing prior 
knowledge to create a mindset for reading

Reading around the document Identifying clues around the ‘edges’ of an historical document to 
learn about its author, audience, origin, purpose and type

Relevant details Selecting the information or facts that are significant or useful for a 
specific research question and purpose
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Thinking strategies Procedures, organizers, models or algorithms that help in 
thinking through critical inqury

Share
Communicate 
ideas from 
the inquiry; 
refine ideas 
and respond 
to others

Creating a tone in writing Communicating the intended impression or underlying feeling 
when writing 

Impassioned writing Writing with emotion and feeling

Oral rebuttals/counter arguments Preparing an argument to oppose the reasons presented in another 
argument

Persuasive writing Using literary devices to convince/persuade in a written piece

Resonating voice Speaking in a way that connects with your audience

Responsive questioning Asking questions that build on the ideas of others

Speaking notes Preparing effective notes to use when delivering an oral 
presentation

Vivid images Using precise, evocative and descriptive words to enhance a writ-
ten piece

Writer’s voice Writing in the words and style of someone else

Construct
Construct a 
product or 
repesentation 
of learning; 
coalesce ideas 
to generate 
additional 
thoughts and 
theories

Annotate a time line Creating a time line to outline a series of events that have 
impacted a certain field of study

Assembling evidence Organizing evidence to create an effective argument

Connecting facts to conclusions Writing well-structured paragrahs that organize facts and indicate 
how they support the overall conclusion

Explain the image Using visual clues to develop informative explanations of images

Focus on the senses Identifying the sensory experiences represented in an image

Implicit messages in images Interpreting the hidden or non obvious messages the artist may be 
trying to convey about the people, events or objects in an image

Interpreting electronic messages Uncover the hidden or non-obvious meaning of electronic text

Organizing supporting details Using appropriate graphic organizers to arrange information, 
depending on the purpose 

Paraphrasing research Writing research in your own words

Storyboards Using a series of graphics and a few words to represent the main 
events, steps or phases described in a text 

Reflect
Reconsider 
the path 
taken and the 
conclusions 
formed

Raising doubts Being skeptical when presented with information

Reflect on an image Developing thoughtful reflections to extend or speculate on ideas 
raised by an image

Reflective writing Using writing as a tool to think constructively and insightfully 
about events, experiences and issues

Write reflectively in mathematics 
and science

Using reflective writing to build understanding, clarify ideas and set 
learning goals

Habits of mind The values and attitudes of a careful and conscientious thinker

Dealing with ambiguity Recognizing and dealing with situations that are open to more than one interpretation

Empathic Sensing thoughts, feelings and experiences of others

Independent mindedness Making up your mind rather than accepting what others believe

Inquiry-minded Not taking everything at face value; inclined to inquire into matters and to explore 
unanswered questions 
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